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Systems Engineering
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Abstract: This work summarizes our paper [Fe19] originally published in the Journal of Systems
and Software in 2019 about a model-based inconsistency management approach.
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The use of model-based approaches [BCW17] is a crucial and competitive factor for
successful engineering processes in the automated production systems domain, and hence
an emerging practice in industry. To represent the speciĄc views of the system under design,
e.g., requirements engineering, system speciĄcations, software design or system analyses,
as well as to deal with the multitude of involved disciplines, e.g., mechanical, electrical, and
software engineering, a variety of different models is created within a project. In addition,
to address their speciĄc viewpoints, stakeholders make use of various, heterogeneous
modelling languages and tools [Br10].
Although all models represent different aspects of the same system under investigation,
dependencies between these models are inevitable [Vo15]. As a consequence, inconsistencies
between models are likely to occur and have to be carefully considered to guarantee a high
quality of the Ąnal system design. In particular, the necessity to continuously diagnose and
handle inconsistencies between models arises.
To tackle this challenge, we propose a comprehensive approach to specify, diagnose,
and handle inconsistencies in model-based systems engineering. To explicitly capture
the dependencies and consistency rules that must hold between the different engineering
models, a dedicated graphical modelling language is proposed. By means of this language,
stakeholders can specify, diagnose, and handle inconsistencies in the accompanying
inconsistency management framework.
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With the help of the proposed approach we enable stakeholders to:
•

explicitly specify and elaborate n-to-m links between the different, but overlapping
engineering models,

•

graphically specify consistency rules between models including different mathematical
mapping properties and function types,

•

continuously diagnose potentially occurring inconsistencies, and

•

systematically handle the life-cycle of these inconsistencies through either ignoring,
tolerating or resolving them.

The approach is implemented based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). The
resulting prototypical tool support allows for automatically generating executable consistency
rules from the graphically expressed consistency patterns and for automatically creating
inconsistency management repositories. The prototypical tool support has been evaluated
based on a case study about a production system demonstrator project [Vo14] as well
as a user experiment. Our Ąndings indicate that the approach is expressive enough to
capture typical dependencies and consistency rules in the automated production system
domain and that it requires less effort compared to manually developing and maintaining
inter-model inconsistency management solutions. The Ąndings gained from the case study
based evaluation are underpinned through the user experiment.
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